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Abstract
We develop a new framework for the modelling of charged fluid dynamics in general relativity.
The model, which builds on a recently developed variational multi-fluid model for dissipative
fluids, accounts for relevant effects like the inertia of both charge currents and heat and, for
mature systems, the decoupling of superfluid components. We discuss how the model compares to
standard relativistic magnetohydronamics and consider the connection between the fluid dynamics,
the microphysics and the underlying equation of state. As illustrations of the formalism, we
consider three distinct two-fluid models describing i) an Ohm’s law for resistive charged flows, ii) a
relativistic heat equation, and iii) an equation representing the momentum of a decoupled superfluid
component. As a more complex example, we also formulate a three-fluid model which demonstrates
the thermo-electric effect. This framework allows us to model neutron stars (and related systems)
at a hierarchy of increasingly complex levels, and should enable us to make progress on a range of
exciting problems in astrophysics and cosmology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Despite nearly five decades of observations, neutron stars continue to challenge our un-
derstanding. We do not (completely) understand why pulsars pulse and we do not (exactly)
know why magnetars flare. The origin and evolution of the magnetic field of these systems
remain vexing issues. Neutron stars may host the strongest magnetic fields in the universe,
but we have few quantitative models that explain the observed phenomenology.
The problem is immensely challenging from the theoretical point-of-view. Neutron star
modelling involves many extremes of physics, from the composition and state of matter at
supranuclear densities and the dynamics of large scale superfluid/superconducting conden-
sates to issues involving the star’s nuclear crust and magnetospheric processes. Because of
the vastly different length- and timescales involved it is not realistic to expect a theoretical
model to cover all aspects. This means that modelling involves judicious choices of what is
important in a given situation and what is not. Again, the electromagnetic field provides a
good example. So far, following mainstream astrophysics, most studies of the neutron star
magnetic field have been based on ideal magnetohydrodynamics. This makes sense because
such models are tractable and one can argue that the high conductivity in the star’s core
supports the involved assumptions. Of course, we also know that there are situations where
this model is not appropriate. The obvious example involves a mature star in which the core
is cold enough that the protons form a superconductor. In this case, the magnetic field will
be carried by quantised fluxtubes and the dynamics of the system differs significantly from
ideal magnetohydrodynamics [1, 2]. Similarly, non-ideal effects are key for any problem that
involves magnetic field evolution (see [3–5] for recent discussions). In order to understand
the field evolution we need to understand how the resistivity enters (see [6] for discussion
and references to the literature), whether various “battery” terms are important etcetera.
In order to build a new generation of models for neutron star magnetism we have to
proceed beyond ideal magnetohydrodynamics. We need to model the resistivity, while at
the same time accounting for nuclear reactions and changes to the state of matter in the
star’s core, e.g. the onset of superfluidity. We need to be able to quantify how the evolution
of the magnetic field strains the star’s crust and establish whether this allows the build-up
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of the energy required to power magnetar flares [7, 8]. Most importantly, we need to be able
to model the various scenarios within general relativity. Otherwise, we will not be able to
make use of realistic matter models. We will also not be able to test our models against
precision observations.
In this paper we lay the foundation for a new state-of-the-art. Building on the formal
results from a variational analysis [9], we develop a fully relativistic framework that accounts
for four (fluid) components, allowing us to consider the charge current, heat flow and super-
fluid dynamics, relative to a given bulk flow. The model is designed to make contact with
ideal magnetohydrodynamics in the appropriate limit and we discuss a hierarchy of models
in order to explore new effects that enter as the problem becomes more complex. Key to
developing the framework is the introduction of a suitable family of observers associated
with the fluid flow. The introduction of these observers essentially provide a fibration of
spacetime. In essence, this leads to a formulation similar to that often used in cosmology
(see [10] for a relevant discussion). From the fluid dynamics point-of-view we have a local
description and a key part of our argument is that this local frame is required to make
contact with the microphysics encoded in the equation of state. The model we develop will
not, however, be suitable for numerical simulations of (say) merging neutron stars. To make
progress in that direction, we need to connect the present discussion with a 3+1 foliation of
spacetime (see, for example, [11] for a relevant review). This basically involves introducing
a different set of observers and clarifying some additional issues. We develop the required
foliation model in a companion paper [12].
II. THE VARIATIONAL MULTI-FLUID MODEL
Following [13, 14] we take the variational approach to relativistic fluid dynamics as our
starting point. This is natural because the formalism is readily generalised to account for
individual fluid components with distinct flows. Moreover, it is already established how one
includes (at least at the formal level) both resistivity (eg. friction) and reactions (leading to
individual fluxes not being conserved) in this model [9].
We take as our starting point the individual particle fluxes nax in the system, where
different fluid components are labelled by a constituent index x, y, . . .. This allows us to
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define the (co-moving) number densities;
n2x = −gabn
a
xn
b
x , (1)
where gab is the (dynamical) spacetime metric, and hence the individual four velocitites,
such that;
nax = nxu
a
x . (2)
Note that the usual summation convention applies to the spacetime indices a, b, c, . . .. It
does not apply to the constituent indices x, y, . . ..
We consider a four-component system composed of neutrons (n), protons (p), electrons
(e) and entropy (s). This is the minimum level of complexity required if we want to consider
realistic neutron star dynamics. The relative flow of the protons and electrons leads to the
charge current that couples the material motion to electromagnetism. The entropy flow is
key if we want to account for the redistribution of heat, which we need to track if we want
to consider (say) the cooling of a young neutron star. Finally, the neutrons need to be
accounted for because they make up the bulk of the star. Moreover, as the star matures the
neutrons become superfluid and (at least partially) decouple from the other components. In
order to explore the evolution and dynamics of maturing neutron stars, we need to allow for
the relative flows of these different components.
In order to extend the model beyond the two-component case that was considered in [6],
we first of all do not assume that the individual fluxes are conserved. In general, we then
have
∇an
a
x = Γx , (3)
where Γx is the relevant creation/destruction rate. The presence of reactions impacts on
the momentum equations for the fluids (via what would be “rocket” terms in Newtonian
physics). If we allow (at least some of) the components to be charged and account for
resistivity, the variational approach leads to [9]
2nbx∇[bµ˜
x
a] + Γxµ˜
x
a = R
x
a , (4)
where the square brackets indicate anti-symmetrisation and we have defined
µ˜xa = µ
x
a + exAa , (5)
with ex the electric charge of the x-component and Aa is the electromagnetic vector potential.
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The resistivity must satisfy the constraint
∑
x
Rxa = 0 . (6)
We see that, by contracting (4) with nax, and introducing the chemical potential for each
component as µ˜x = −u
a
xµ˜
x
a, we must have
Γx = −
1
µ˜x
(uaxR
x
a) . (7)
That is, the reaction rate determines the time component (in a co-moving frame) of the
resistivity.
As usual [13], the fluid part of the conjugate momentum, µxa, for each component follows
from an energy functional Λ (which encodes the microphysics from the equation of state,
but which does not account for the coupling to electromagnetism);
µxa =
∂Λ
∂nax
= gab
(
Bxnbx +
∑
y 6=x
Axynby
)
, (8)
where
Bx = −2
∂Λ
∂n2x
, (9)
and
Axy = Ayx = −
∂Λ
∂n2xy
, x 6= y . (10)
Basically, we need to consider both the (co-moving) number density nx from above and
n2xy = −n
a
xn
y
a , y 6= x . (11)
The Axy coefficients represent the fact that each fluid momentum µxa may, in general, be
given by a linear combination of the different nax currents. This is usually referred to as the
entrainment effect. In the problems we are (mainly) interested in the effect is important for
two reasons. First, the strong interaction leads to a moving neutron being endowed with
a virtual cloud of protons (and vice versa). This means that it may be more difficult (or
indeed, easier) to move the nucleons through the mixture than one might have expected (see
for example [15]). As discussed in [6, 16, 17] it is also important to consider entrainment
between material particles and the entropy. This is required to ensure causality of the heat
flow. We clearly need to account for these two mechanisms. We are, however, not aware of
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any argument that suggests entrainment between leptons and baryons so will not consider
this possibility here.
Finally, in order to account for the coupling between the matter flow and the dynamics
of spacetime, we need the matter stress-energy tensor for the multifluid system;
T abM = Ψg
ab +
∑
x
naxµ
b
x , (12)
where we have introduced the generalized pressure Ψ as
Ψ = Λ−
∑
x
naxµ
x
a . (13)
The (minimal) coupling to electromagnetism is effected in the same way as in [6]. The
electromagnetic Lagrangian is built from the anti-symmetric Faraday tensor;
Fab = 2∇[aAb] , (14)
and the electromagnetic field couples to the matter flow through the charge current ja. In
order for this construction to be gauge invariant, we must insist that the current is conserved.
That is, we have the constraint
∇aj
a = 0 . (15)
In the variational model, the charge current is given by the sum
ja =
∑
jax =
∑
x
exn
a
x . (16)
In the case of conserved fluxes [6], the gauge constraint is automatically satisfied. When we
account for reactions, this is no longer the case and we must impose charge conservation
∑
x
exΓx = 0 . (17)
As usual, variation of the electromagnetic contribution to the Lagrangian with respect to
the vector potential (keeping ja fixed!), leads to the Maxwell equations
∇bF
ab = µ0j
a , (18)
where µ0 is the relevant coupling constant, which are completed by
∇[aFbc] = 0 . (19)
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The latter equation is automatically satisfied given the anti-symmetry of Fab.
A variation with respect to the spacetime metric leads to the electromagnetic contribution
to the stress-energy tensor being given by
TEMab =
1
µ0
[
gcdFacFbd −
1
4
gab
(
FcdF
cd
)]
, (20)
where
∇aT
ab
EM = jaF
ab ≡ −f bL , (21)
defines the Lorentz force faL. Identifying the individual contributions to the Lorentz force,
we can rewrite (4) as
2nbx∇[bµ
x
a] + Γxµ
x
a = j
b
xFab +R
x
a − ΓxexAa . (22)
Adding these equations, and recalling the constraint (6),
∇aT
ab
M = −∇aT
ab
EM = −jaF
ab = f bL , (23)
where we have the total stress-energy tensor
T ab = T abM + T
ab
EM . (24)
As in the case of non-dissipative flows, it is easy to show that, for a solution to the combined
fluid equations, (3) and (22), and Maxwell’s equations it is automatically true that ∇aT
ab =
0.
III. MAKING CONTACT WITH “STANDARD” MHD
As we develop a more realistic model for relativistic magnetohydrodynamics, it is im-
portant to keep in mind the intended applications and potential numerical simulations. In
principle, the model outlined in the previous section provides a complete (once we provide
an equation of state and the relevant microphysics information) description of the charged
multifluid dynamics. However, this framework includes a number of aspects which are not
included in current state-of-the-art simulations. From a practical point-of-view, it would
not make sense to try to account for all these aspects in one go. As we consider a higher
level of realism, we also have to be realistic. Multifluid simulations, with the number of
components we envisage, are likely to be costly. Another reason to be cautious is the fact
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that some aspects may not be within reach of nonlinear simulations at all, simply due to a
mismatch of timescales. It is important to keep these caveats in mind as we proceed.
The ultimate aim of this work is to build a framework that accounts for the constituents
that make up the outer core of a realistic neutron star; neutrons, protons, electrons and
entropy (heat). Given the equations from the previous section, the next natural step would
be to make contact with the way the problem is usually described. As a first step in
this direction, let us try to connect our general framework to the standard formulation for
relativistic magnetohydrodynamics.
Almost exclusively, simulations involving relativistic magnetohydrodynamics take as their
starting point baryon number conservation:
∇a (nu
a) = 0 , (25)
combined with the standard perfect fluid stress-energy tensor:
T abM = (p+ ε)u
aub + pgab , (26)
where p is the pressure and ε is the energy density. These equations tend to be “assumed”
rather than derived. In Newtonian theory, the corresponding results can be obtained from
multi-component plasma equations analogous to (3) and (22) [19]. The relations (25) and
(26) would be the direct generalisation of the non-relativistic results. However, one should
perhaps exercise some caution because the elevation to relativity may not be this obvious.
A particular issue that comes into play is the choice of observer. To be specific: Does there
exist an observer, with four velocity ua, such that both (25) and (26) are true based on the
multifluid model? As we will now demonstrate, the answer is (strictly speaking) no.
Another reason to explore the validity of (25) and (26) for the multicomponent problem
relates to the desire to describe more realistic astrophysical systems. A particular illustration
of this involves efforts to develop “non-ideal” magnetohydrodynamics, e.g., by accounting
for resistivity. Recent efforts in this direction have adopted what one might perhaps call a
“bottom up” approach, following [20], where one takes ideal magnetohydrodynamics as a
starting point and adds in a phenomenological resistivity in what seems a “natural” way.
This involves adding terms that are expected to be small, under most circumstances, to the
equations and tracking the effects these changes have on the dynamics. This is a reasonable
procedure, but it raises another important question: How do we know that the small terms
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that we add back in are more important than small terms we threw away when we reduced
the problem to ideal magnetohydrodynamics in the first place? Without quantifying how
the ideal equations deviate from a higher-level model, we can not answer this question.
It is obvious from the outset that the general multifluid description (or indeed the cor-
responding kinetic description), that keeps track of the individual fluxes, can not lead to
“single-fluid” equations like (25) and (26) unless we make simplifying assumptions. We need
to understand what these assumptions are and under what circumstances they make sense.
To make the problem precise, let us focus on a system with two charged components, each
carrying a single unit of charge. Since we have neutron stars in mind, these components
would be the protons (p) with ep = e and the electrons (e) with ee = −e. The individual
charge currents are then jap = en
a
p and j
a
e = −en
a
e and we see that the gauge constraint (17)
means that we must have
Γp = Γe . (27)
In addition, we have the neutrons (n) which are, of course, charge neutral. As far as
electromagnetism is concerned the neutrons are passive bystanders, but they play a key role
in the fluid dynamics. The heat is accounted for in terms of the entropy (s), and we will
assume that the mean free path of the associated phonons etcetera is short enough that the
entropy can also be considered as a fluid [16, 17]. This assumption restricts the validity of
the model somewhat, but it seems like a reasonable starting point.
In order to make contact between the general relativistic model and the microphysics that
determines the matter composition, the reaction rates and so on, we need to choose a suitable
observer frame. In principle, the different flows may move at high velocity with respect to
this frame, which would necessitate individual component Lorentz factors. However, in
many physical settings there will exist a family of observers such that each relative flow is
represented by a slow relative drift. (If this is not the case, the problem can definitely not
be reduced to an effective single-fluid model.) This means that it makes sense to linearise
the flows relative to the observer, which moves with four velocity ua (normalised such that
uaua = −1), in such a way that we have:
uax = γx (u
a + vax) , where u
avxa = 0 , and γx =
(
1− v2x
)−1/2
, (28)
with the “drift” velocities vax small enough that γx ≈ 1. Note that the assumption of small
drift velocities does not impose any restrictions on the bulk flow associated with ua. Within
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this linear model, let us consider the equation for baryon number conservation (25). Provided
we neglect the individual γx, it is easy to see that all observers would measure the same
number densities nx. This means that they would agree on the baryon number n = nn+np.
Baryon number conservation then simply corresponds to imposing
Γn + Γp = 0 . (29)
Of course, in the neutron star case the reaction rates have to balance as they are due to the
Urca reactions;
p + e → n + νe , (30)
n → p + e + νe . (31)
This argument tells us how the rates which enter into the multifluid formalism follow
from the microphysics. The rates depend on the chemical imbalance
β = −ua (µna − µ
p
a − µ
e
a) = µn − µp − µe . (32)
Again, this should not lead to confusion since β is the same according to all observers (in
the linear drift model we are considering here).
The connection with the usual “single-fluid” conservation law (25) is less straightforward.
We would have
Γn + Γp = ∇a(nnu
a
n + npu
a
p) = ∇a(nu
a) +∇a(nnv
a
n + npv
a
p) = 0 . (33)
In general, the only way to retain (25) is to work in a specific observer frame such that [25]
nnv
a
n + npv
a
p = 0 . (34)
This is the analogue of the Eckart frame from the problem of relativistic heat flow (see [16]
for discussion). However, as we are comparing to ideal magnetohydrodynamics, it makes
sense to assume that the baryons move together. Then we have a single drift velocity
va = van = v
a
p which would vanish if we choose the co-moving Eckart frame. However, it
is easy to see that if we make this choice of frame then (12) is not compatible with the
perfect-fluid stress-energy tensor. Even if we lock the heat to the baryons, as well, we have
additional terms linear in the charge current in the stress-energy tensor. Whether these can
be “ignored” or not depends on the physical situation.
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Having considered the issue of baryon number conservation, let us turn to the correspond-
ing problem for the stress-energy tensor. Is it possible to reduce the multifluid expression
(12) to the single-fluid form (26)? The answer is yes, we can (again) do this by choosing an
appropriate frame for the observer. We need ua to be such that that the observer measures
no relative energy/momentum flow. This choice would be analogous to the Landau-Lifschitz
frame from discussions of relativistic heat flow (again, see [16]).
When we ignore the Lorentz factors associated with the individual drift velocities, the
matter stress-energy tensor takes the form (note that, in this linear drift model the entrain-
ment terms cancel when we add the components together)
TMab = Ψgab +
∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµx (uaub + v
x
bua + v
x
aub) . (35)
Contracting with ua we obtain an expression for the momentum flux;
uaTMab =

Ψ− ∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµx

 ub − ∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµxv
x
b . (36)
Another contraction, now with ub, leads to the (fluid) energy measured by the observer;
ε = ubuaTMab = −Ψ+
∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµx , (37)
and (since, to linear order in the drift velocities ε = −Λ) we see that it is natural to identify
Ψ as the pressure p, leading to the standard thermodynamic relation [26]
p+ ε =
∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµx . (38)
Alternatively, if we single out the entropy by letting ns = s and note that the chemical
potential associated with the entropy is the temperature T , we have
p + ε =
∑
x∈{n,p,e}
nxµx + sT . (39)
Returning to the momentum flux (36) we see that, if we choose the observer such that there
is no relative momentum flux ∑
x∈{n,p,e s}
nxµxv
x
b = 0 , (40)
then we arrive at (26). Of course, if we work in this frame then baryon number conservation
is not given by (25).
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The unavoidable conclusion is that there are issues of concern already at the level of ideal
magnetohydrodynamics. One would have to, at the very least, check that the deviation from
(25) and/or (26) do not have an important effect on any given problem.
Interestingly, the problem we have uncovered is not present in one particular (and rather
important) case. Consider a two-component pair plasma, with electrons (e) and positrons
(p). Then the two chemical potentials are equal, µe = µp, and it is clearly the case that (34)
and (40) are compatible. In this problem, the single-fluid reduction is safe.
In contrast, suppose we consider a neutron star core and impose (40) together with the
assumption that the baryons have a common drift velocity va. Let us also introduce the
charge current. As we have already seen, the gauge constraint requires Γp = Γe. The upshot
of this is that if a fluid element starts out charge neutral then it remains so throughout an
evolution. We then have local charge neutrality, np = ne, which means that
ja = e (np − ne) u
a + e
(
npv
a
p − nev
a
e
)
= ene
(
vap − v
a
e
)
≡ Ja , (41)
which defines the spatial charge current Ja. That is, if we impose charge neutrality then
∇aJ
a = 0 . (42)
It is also convenient to introduce the heat flux
qa = sTvas . (43)
In terms of these variables, we find that the condition from (34) would be satisfied if
1
µn
[
neβv
a +
µe
e
Ja − qa
]
= 0 . (44)
This is clearly not true in general, but if the system is cold and in beta equilibrium, then
only the term involving the charge current remains. This term is suppressed by the factor
µe/µn, which is small in the Newtonian limit but may be of the order of 0.1 in a neutron star
core. It is easy to envisage situations where this term can be ignored, but it is clear that
the model is now becoming contrived. In a general nonlinear situation there is no reason to
expect the left-hand side of (44) to vanish identically.
IV. THE MULTIFLUID MODEL
The analysis from the previous section provides clear motivation for the multifluid model.
Yet it remains the case that the general description may be “a step too far” for many
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relevant applications. Hence, it is natural to discuss simplifications. First of all, let us
retain the assumptions of linear drift velocities and local charge neutrality, both of which
seem reasonable. Next we make a decision regarding the frame. In the following, we will
describe the problem in the Landau-Lifschitz frame (40). There are two reasons for this
decision. First of all, it may be more “intuitive” to describe the scattering processes that
lead to the resistivity in this frame, as it represents the centre of momentum. Secondly,
from a practical point-of-view this choice makes sense. We will outline a set of models in
the following and by opting for the Landau-Liftschitz frame we ensure that the form of the
equations for total energy and momentum conservation remain the same in all cases. The
use of the alternative frame choice will be discussed in the companion paper where the 3+1
foliation view of the multifluid model is developed.
Hence, we introduce an observer such that
nnµnv
a
n + npµpv
a
p + neµev
a
e + q
a = 0 . (45)
This means that the fluid stress-energy tensor takes the perfect fluid form (26) and we
retain the usual equations for the bulk fluid flow, even when the neutrons are allowed to
flow relative to the protons.
If we want to derive the appropriate form for Ohm’s law, we need to work out the equation
that governs the evolution of the charge current. Provided the system is charge neutral, we
need an equation for Ja. Similarly, in order to describe the heat flow, we need an evolution
equation for the heat flux qa, and finally, if the neutrons in the system are superfluid then
we also need to keep track of their relative flow, van. The question is if it is possible to keep
track of these four degrees of freedom without making the mathematics overwhelming.
A. Entrainment and effective masses
An important feature of the multifluid model is the entrainment, essentially a measure
of how easy it is for one fluid to flow relative to another. The entrainment enters through
the canonical momenta and from the definition (8) we see that it leads to the momentum of
a given fluid, µax, not being aligned with the particle flux, n
a
x. Making use of the definition
for the chemical potential, we have (in the linear drift model)
µxa = µxua + π
x
a , (46)
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where
πxa = µxv
x
a +
∑
y 6=x
Axynyw
yx
a , with w
a
yx = v
a
y − v
a
x . (47)
The entrainment effect is quite intuitive. It can be expressed in terms of an effective mass
for each species. In our discussion, we will account for two different entrainment mechanisms.
The first is due to the strong interaction and encodes how each neutron is associated with a
virtual cloud of protons, meaning that its inertia differs from that of a bare neutron (and vice
versa). The second entrainment mechanism is associated with the effective inertia of heat,
and couples the entropy component to the material components in the system. Accounting
for this effect is important, as the associated thermal inertia renders the relativistic model
for heat flow causal [16, 17]. This is obviously crucial from a conceptual point of view and
it may be important in practical applications, as well.
In order to illustrate the link between entrainment and the effective mass, let us consider
only the strong interaction induced entrainment between neutrons and protons. We then
have
πna = µnv
n
a + npA
npwpna , (48)
and
πpa = µpv
p
a + nnA
npwnpa . (49)
Considering the first of these relations, we see that the neutron momentum according to
someone riding along with the protons (take vap = 0) is (this argument is analogous to the
Newtonian discussion in [21])
m∗nv
a
n = (µn − npA
np) van . (50)
This defines the effective neutron mass m∗n. Conversely, we have
Anp =
1
np
(µn −m
∗
n) =
1
nn
(
µp −m
∗
p
)
, (51)
where we have applied the same argument to arrive at the effective proton mass m∗p. In
the general case, with a number of distinct flows (or several entrainment mechanisms), the
expression for the effective mass is not as simple as (50) but the concept still makes sense.
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B. The friction
We want to build a model that accounts for linear friction, which works to prevent dif-
ferent fluid components from flowing through one another. This is important for conceptual
reasons, because it provides a mechanism that allows us to consider the limit where two
fluids are locked by strong friction. The inclusion of friction is also central to any non-ideal
magnetohydrodynamics model. It is the friction that leads to both resistivity and thermal
conductivity. To make progress we make use of the phenomenological model discussed in [9].
This model accounts for reactions and resistive scattering and satisfies constraints deduced
from the variational analysis. It does not incorporate the many other dissipation channels
that may be relevant for a general multi-fluid system (see for example [14, 18]). However,
the strategy for including these mechanisms is relatively clear given the results in [9] and
[14].
Assuming that the reactions rates Γx and the resistivity coefficients R
xy are provided by
the microphysics, we have [9]
Rxa = Γxµ˜xu
x
a +
∑
y 6=x
Rxy(δba + v
b
xua)w
yx
b , (52)
for all material particles. The construction is closed by the constraint
Rsa = −
∑
x6=s
Rxa , (53)
which means that
TΓs ≈ −u
a
sR
s
a = (u
a + vas )
∑
x6=s
Rxa ≈ −
∑
x6=s
[
Γxµ˜x +
∑
y 6=x
Rxywaxsw
yx
b
]
= Γeβ +
∑
x6=s
∑
y 6=x
Rxywasxw
yx
b ≥ 0 . (54)
As discussed in [9], it follows that the Rxy coefficients are required to be positive by the
second law of thermodynamics (they are also symmetric in x and y).
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C. The individual momentum equations
The vorticity contribution to each of the momentum equations expands to
nxµx
[
ua∇aub + v
a
x∇aub + u
a∇av
x
b+ ⊥
a
x b
1
µx
∇aµx
]
+ 2nxu
a∇[a
∑
y 6=x
nyA
xywyxb]
= exnx [eb + ǫbacv
a
xb
c + ub (v
a
xea)] + Γx(µ˜xu
x
b − µ˜
x
b) +R
x
b , (55)
where
⊥abx = g
ab + uaxu
b
x , (56)
and the electric and magnetic fields ea and ba (we use lower case letters for the fields mea-
sured in the fluid frame to distinguish from the corresponding fields in the Eulerian frame
considered in [12]) follow from
Fab = 2u[aeb] + ǫabcdu
cbd , (57)
where we will use the shorthand notation ǫabd = ǫcabdu
c from now on [27]. The evolution
of the fields ea and ba follow from the standard Maxwell equations (see for example [6] or
the Appendix in [12]). We will not discuss those equations in detail here as they remain
unchanged in the multifluid description. We simply assume that the Maxwell part of the
problem, coupled to the charge current ja from the fluid components, can be solved to
provide the full Faraday tensor.
In order to account for all dynamical degrees of freedom in the problem, it is sufficient
to work with the projection of the momentum equations orthogonal to ub. For the material
particles, we need
nxµx
[
(ua + vax)∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇av
x
c + (⊥
a
b +v
x
bu
a)
1
µx
∇aµx
]
+ 2nxu
a∇[a
∑
y 6=x
nyA
xywyxb]
= exnx [eb + ǫbacv
a
xb
c] +
∑
y 6=x
(Rxy − ΓxnyA
xy)wyxb − exΓx(⊥
a
b +v
x
bu
a)Aa . (58)
Note that the entropy component differs somewhat since the resistivity is then obtained
from (53); the appropriate form is provided later. Note also that, at this point it is common
to introduce spatially projected derivatives. We will not do so here, as our main focus is
on formal aspects of the problem. We refer the interested reader to the discussion in the
companion paper [12].
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The problem we are considering — a hot npe-plasma — is, in general, associated with
four distinct flows. In choosing to work in the centre of momentum frame associated with
ua (which corresponds to the center of mass in the Newtonian case), we have fixed one of
the degrees of freedom. To make progress we need to make choices for the remaining three.
Ideally, we would like to make choices that help our intuitive understanding. For example,
it may be natural to use a weighted difference of the proton-electron momentum equations
as this leads to an equation that generalises Ohm’s law for the charge current. As in [6] this
equation follows if we first divide each momentum equation with nxµx and then take the
difference. The motivation for the weighting is obvious from (55); we remove the explicit
presence of the four acceleration from the combined equation. In the spirit of this argument,
it may be tempting to use a similar difference, say between the entropy and the electrons,
for the heat flow. However, the equation we arrive at would be counter-intuitive as it would
explicitly link the heat flux to the Lorentz force acting on the electrons. To avoid confusion,
it may be better to work directly with the entropy momentum equation. Of course, this
does not actually remove the coupling to the electromagnetic field. The coupling is just not
as explicit. A similar argument applies to the neutrons. As these examples indicate, it is not
clear that there is a “best” choice of equations for this complex problem. Different choices
may be preferred in different situations. With this in mind, we opt to work with the three
individual momentum equations for the neutrons van, the entropy q
a and the electrons, where
vae [once we make use of the frame condition (45)] acts as a proxy for the charge current J
a.
D. Energy/momentum conservation
The motion of the zero-momentum flux observer is determined by ∇aT
ab = 0 for the
total stress-energy tensor. To linear order (in the relative velocities) we get
∇aTMab = gab∇
ap+ (p+ ε)ua∇
aub + ub∇
a[(p+ ε)ua] = −J
aFab . (59)
This leads to the usual equations for energy and momentum conservation;
ua∇aε+ (p+ ε)∇au
a = Jaea , (60)
and
(p+ ε)ua∇aub+ ⊥
a
b ∇ap = ǫbacJ
abc , (61)
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As an alternative to evolving the energy, we may opt to work directly with the entropy.
We then need
∇as
a = Γs ≥ 0 , (62)
in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. When the drift velocity relative to
the chosen frame is small, this leads to
ua∇as+ s∇au
a +∇a
(
qa
T
)
= Γs , (63)
which is completed by the entropy rate from (54).
E. Ohm’s law
When different components are decoupled from the bulk flow, we need to consider addi-
tional degrees of freedom. Once we have decided which variables to work with, here Ja, qa
and van, we can readily write down the relevant momentum equations that follow from (58).
Starting with the electron momentum [and making use of (61)] we have
eneEb −
(
1−
neµe
p+ ε
)
ǫbacJ
abc −
1
nee
(
Rˆ − ΓesA
es
)
Jb
= −eneǫbacv
a
pb
c +Renw
np
b + (Res − ΓesA
es)
( qb
sT
− vpb
)
− neµe
[(
vap −
Ja
ene
)
∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇a
(
vpc −
Jc
ene
)
+
(
vpb −
Jb
ene
)
ua
1
µe
∇aµe
]
+ 2neu
a∇[asA
eswseb] − eΓe
[
⊥ab +u
a
(
vpb −
Jb
ene
)]
Aa , (64)
where we have introduced the electro-chemical field [22]
Ea = ea +
1
e
⊥ab
(
∇bµe −
µe
p+ ε
∇bp
)
, (65)
and the total resistivity affecting the electrons; Rˆ = Rep+Ren+Res. We have also assumed
that the electrons may entrain the entropy, which would lead to Aes 6= 0. This is the only
entrainment coupling that enters the electron momentum equation. Note also that, we have
chosen to write the equation in this particular way because the left-hand side does not change
when we consider the problem in different useful limits, e.g. when various components are
coupled.
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The equation is, of course, not yet complete. We also have the frame condition (45). In
the general case, when we consider all relative flows, this leads to
vap = −Xnv
a
n +
XeJ
a
nee
−
Xs
sT
qa , (66)
where we have introduced the dimensionless “weighting” factors;
Xn =
nnµn
ne(µp + µe)
, Xe =
µe
µp + µe
, Xs =
sT
ne(µp + µe)
. (67)
It follows that
wapn = −(1 +Xn)v
a
n +
XeJ
a
nee
−
Xs
sT
qa , (68)
and
wase = Xnv
a
n + (1−Xe)
Ja
nee
+ (1 +Xs)
qa
sT
, (69)
and it is straightforward to express the equations in our chosen variables.
The problem is clearly complicated, but we can identify key features. In particular, it is
worth highlighting the role of the four acceleration in the various momentum equations. In
(64) the use of (61) led to the second term in the combination;
∇aµe −
µe
p+ ε
∇ap , (70)
in the electro-chemical potential. In a dynamical setting the actual meaning of this combina-
tion may not be obvious, but if we consider a static star (say) we have a clear interpretation.
For a static star, with metric such that gtt = −e
ν , we have the hydrostatic equilibrium
equation
p′ = −
1
2
(p+ ε)ν ′ , (71)
with the primes denoting radial derivatives. In this case, it follows that
∇aµe −
µe
p+ ε
∇ap = e
−ν/2 d
dr
(
µee
ν/2
)
= e−ν/2
d
dr
(µ∞e ) . (72)
We learn that the pressure gradient encodes the gravitational redshift of the “energy” term
µe (the same will be true for T and µn later).
In order to gain further confidence, it is useful to consider limiting cases where different
components are strongly coupled, e.g. due to a dominant inter-component friction. Such
models follow readily from the general case. We only need to redefine the weighting factors
(and cross out “undesired” terms).
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As an example, let us consider the case where only the electrons are free to move relative
to the other components, i.e. when we only have the charge current. Then wapn = w
a
sp = 0
and the frame condition leads to
vap =
YeJ
a
nee
, with Ye =
neµe
p + ε
. (73)
Using these results in Ohm’s law (64), we arrive at
eneEb − (1− 2Ye) ǫbacJ
abc −
1
nee
(
Rˆ − ΓesA
es
)
Jb
= neµe
[
(1− Ye)
Ja
ene
∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇a
[
(1− Ye)
Jc
ene
]
+ (1− Ye)
Jb
eneµe
ua∇aµe
]
− 2neu
a∇[a
sAes
ene
Jb] − eΓe
[
⊥ab −u
a(1− Ye)
Jb
ene
]
Aa . (74)
In the non-relativistic limit, we have Ye ≪ 1 since me ≪ mb, the baryon mass. If we take
this limit and ignore reactions, our final result reduces to
eneEb − ǫbacJ
abc −
{
Rˆ+
1
µe
ua∇aµe
}
Jb
ene
= neµe
[
Ja
ene
∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇a
(
Jc
ene
)]
. (75)
This agrees with the corresponding limit for the two-component case from [cf. [6], eq (80)].
The neutral bystander enters mainly through the battery term. Note also that the constraint
from the second law implies that Rˆ ≥ 0.
F. The heat equation
In order to describe the thermal component we need to consider the entropy, which is
conveniently described by (63). In addition, the equation for the heat flux follows from the
entropy momentum equation. If we account for scattering off of all material particles and
also assume that the entropy can be entrained with all particles
⊥ab ∇aT + T u˙b −
Γs
s2
qb +
1
s
(⊥ab q˙a + q
a∇aub + qb∇au
a)
= −
1
s
∑
x6=s
(
Γxµ˜xv
x
b +
∑
y 6=x
Rxywyxb
)
−
∑
x6=s
(
1
s
ΓsnxA
xswxsb + 2u
a∇[anxA
xswxsb]
)
. (76)
As in the case of Ohm’s law, it is instructive to simplify the problem to two components.
Here we do this by assuming that the material particles are locked in (76). Letting the
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associated drift velocity (relative to the centre of momentum frame) be vab we then have
vab = v
a
n = v
a
p = v
a
e and
vab = −Ys
qa
sT
, with Ys =
sT
nnµn + ne(µp + µe)
, (77)
and
wabs = −(1 + Ys)
qa
sT
. (78)
Thus we get [28]
⊥ab ∇aT + T u˙b = −
1
s
(⊥ab q˙a + q
a∇aub + qb∇au
a)
+
[
TΓs − ΓeβYs − (1 + Ys)
∑
x6=s
(Rsx + ΓsnxA
xs)
]
qb
s2T
+
+ 2
∑
x6=s
ua∇[a(1 + Ys)
nxA
xs
sT
qb] , (79)
or, if we assume that Ys ≪ 1;
⊥ab ∇aT + T u˙b = −
1
s
(⊥ab q˙a + q
a∇aub + qb∇au
a)
−
1
s
[∑
x6=s
(Rsx + ΓsnxA
xs) + ΓeβYs − TΓs
]
qb
sT
+ 2
∑
x6=s
ua∇[a
nxA
xs
sT
qb] . (80)
It is useful to explain how this reduces to the more familiar form for the heat equation.
Let us ignore reactions and the entrainment, even though we know that it may be important
to ensure causality and stability [16, 17]. Then, noting that the resistivity leads to Γs being
quadratic in the drift velocities, we see that it is natural to define the heat conductivity as
κ = s2T
[∑
x6=s
Rsx
]−1
, (81)
and a relaxation time τ = κ/s to get
τ (⊥ab q˙a + q
a∇aub + qb∇au
a) + qb = −κ (⊥
a
b ∇aT + T u˙b) . (82)
This equation is coupled to the entropy equation (63), which for this particular model
problem takes the form (as we ignore particle reactions)
ua∇as+ s∇au
a +∇a
(
qa
T
)
=
q2
κT 2
. (83)
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G. Decoupling superfluid neutrons
As a final two-fluid example, let us consider the decoupling of superfluid neutrons. In
principle, the onset of superfluidity will suppress both nuclear reactions and resistive scat-
tering, but let us nevertheless keep the relevant terms (in the first instance). In addition, let
us assume that the neutrons entrain protons (due to the strong interaction) and the entropy.
With these assumptions, the neutron momentum equation takes the form
nnµn [⊥
c
b v˙
n
c + v
a
n∇aub] + nnv
n
b µ˙n + nn ⊥
a
b
(
∇aµn −
µn
p+ ε
∇ap
)
+
nnµn
p+ ε
ǫbacJ
abc
=
∑
x6=n
Rnxwxnb −
∑
x={p,s}
(
ΓnnxA
nxwxnb + 2nnu
a∇[anxA
nxwxnb]
)
. (84)
As in the previous cases, we can help our intuition by locking all components apart from
the neutrons. Now we have vab = v
a
p = v
a
e = v
a
s and
vab = −Ynv
a
n , with Yn =
nnµn
ne(µp + µe) + sT
, (85)
so
wabn = −(1 + Yn)v
a
n , (86)
and since we must have Ja = 0 in this case, we see that (84) leads to
nnµn [⊥
c
b v˙
n
c + v
a
n∇aub] + nnv
n
b µ˙n + nn ⊥
a
b
(
∇aµn −
µn
p+ ε
∇ap
)
= −
[∑
x6=n
Rnx − Γn(npA
np + sAns)
]
(1 + Yn)v
n
b
+ 2nnu
a∇[a(1 + Yn)(npA
np + sAns)vnb] . (87)
For a strongly superfluid system, sufficiently cold that we can ignore the thermal compo-
nent, there will be no scattering involving neutrons and reactions are suppressed. Then we
have (noting that it would not be reasonable to assume that Yn ≪ 1);
nnµn [⊥
c
b v˙
n
c + v
a
n∇aub] + nnv
n
b µ˙n + nn ⊥
a
b
(
∇aµn −
µn
p+ ε
∇ap
)
− 2nnu
a∇[a(1 + Yn)npA
npvnb] = 0 , (88)
or
⊥cb
{
ua∇a(m
⋆
nv
n
c ) +
(
∇cµn −
µn
p+ ε
∇cp
)
+ 2µnv
a
n∇[auc] +m
⋆
nv
a
n∇cua
}
= 0 , (89)
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where we have introduced the effective neutron mass in the centre of momentum frame;
m⋆n = µn − (1 + Yn)npA
np . (90)
This result basically shows that, when there is no rotation or shear associated with ua, and
if the composition is uniform, then the superfluid flow is potential. It is straightforward to
sanity check this result because the standard two-fluid model, which involves working in the
frame of the “normal” component (see, for example, [13]), is obtained by setting Yn = 0.
This demonstrates that it is straightforward to change the observer frame in the formalism.
H. A three-fluid model: The thermo-electric effect
Stepping up the level of complexity, we can write down different three-fluid models by
assuming that only two of the four components are locked. Let us focus on one of the
possibilities, with both charge current and heat flow. This example is interesting because it
introduces the thermo-electric effect, which may be relevant for the neutron star magnetic
field evolution [22].
To arrive at this model we keep neutrons and protons locked, but allow both electrons
and heat to flow. The frame choice then leads to
vap = Y˜e
Ja
ene
− Y˜s
qa
sT
, (91)
where
Y˜e =
neµe
nnµn + ne(µp + µe)
, Y˜s =
sT
nnµn + ne(µp + µe)
. (92)
The electron momentum equation now leads to a more complicated Ohm’s law. If we ignore
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nuclear reactions, then this equation takes the form
eneEb −
(
1− Y˜e −
neµe
p+ ε
)
ǫbacJ
abc −
{
Rˆ+
1
µe
ua∇a[(1− Y˜e)µe]
}
Jb
ene
= neµe
[
(1− Y˜e)
Ja
ene
∇aub + (1− Y˜e) ⊥
c
b u
a∇a
(
Jc
ene
)]
+
ene
sT
Y˜sǫbacq
abc + (1 + Y˜s)R
es qb
sT
+
neµe
sT
Y˜s (q
a∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇aqc) + neqbu
a∇a
(
µeY˜s
sT
)
− neu
a∇a
{
sAes
[
(1 + Y˜s)
qb
sT
+ (1− Y˜e)
Jb
ene
]}
− nesA
es
[
(1 + Y˜s)
qa
sT
+ (1− Y˜e)
Ja
ene
]
∇bua , (93)
where we have made use of (61) and (re)-defined Rˆ = Ren +Rep + (1− Y˜e)R
es.
This result is not very transparent so let us assume the Y˜e ≪ 1 and Y˜s ≪ 1, as before. If
we also ignore the entropy entrainment, we have
eneEb − ǫbacJ
abc −
(
Rˆ+
1
µe
ua∇aµe
)
Jb
ene
= neµe
[
Ja
ene
∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇a
(
Jc
ene
)]
+
ene
sT
Y˜sǫbacq
abc +Res
qb
sT
+
neµe
sT
Y˜s (q
a∇aub+ ⊥
c
b u
a∇aqc) + neqbu
a∇a
(
µeY˜s
sT
)
. (94)
Meanwhile, the corresponding heat equation becomes (noting that, in absence of reac-
tions, the term involving Γs is quadratic in the drift velocities [9])
⊥ab ∇aT + T u˙b +
1
s
(⊥ab q˙a + q
a∇aub + qb∇au
a) = −Rse
Jb
esne
−
1
s2T
(∑
x6=s
Rxs
)
qb . (95)
As we are mainly interested in seeing how the heat flow couples to the charge current,
we note that (94) may be approximated as
eneEb − ǫbacJ
abc − Rˆ
Jb
ene
≈ Res
qb
sT
=
s
κ
qb , (96)
where we have assumed that Res makes the dominant contribution to the thermal conduc-
tivity, so we have
κ ≈
s2T
Res
. (97)
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Meanwhile (95) leads to
qb ≈ −κ(⊥
a
b ∇aT + T u˙b)−
sT
ene
Jb
= −κ ⊥ab
(
∇aT −
T
p+ ε
∇ap
)
−
sT
ene
Jb −
κT
p+ ε
ǫbacJ
abc . (98)
Combining the two relations we have
eneEb + s ⊥
a
b
(
∇aT −
T
p+ ε
∇ap
)
= SbaJ
a , (99)
where
Sab ≈
1
ene
(Ren +Rep) ⊥ab +ǫabcb
c . (100)
Writing this as
Sab =
1
σ
(⊥ab +ζǫabcb
c) , (101)
we have the inverse [6]
σab =
σ
ζ2b2
(
⊥ab +ζ2babb − ζǫabcbc
)
, (102)
and the final relation
Ja = eneσ
abEb + sσ
ab ⊥cb
(
∇cT −
T
p+ ε
∇cp
)
. (103)
The final term encodes the thermo-electric effect.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have outlined a new state-of-the-art for the modelling of charged fluid
dynamics in general relativity. Our framework can be applied to a wide range of problems in
relativistic astrophysics and cosmology, ranging from the secular magneto-thermal evolution
of neutron stars to the violent dynamics of neutron star mergers and various explosive
scenarios to the large scale evolution of the magnetic universe.
After outlining the general framework (building on [13, 14] and recent progress from
[9]) we discussed the connection with standard relativistic magnetohydrodynamics. This
discussion highlighted the need to go beyond the usual description in order to account for
relevant effects like the inertia of both charge currents and heat and, for mature systems, the
decoupling of superfluid components. Restricting ourselves to systems such that the relative
flow relative to a chosen “fluid” observer are small, we discussed the connection with the
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microphysics and the equation of state. We also introduced a phenomenological resistivity
in order to account for a range of friction mechanisms.
In order to illustrate the use of the new formalism in various settings we considered
three distinct two-fluid models describing i) an Ohm’s law for resistive charged flows, ii) a
relativistic heat equation, and iii) an equation representing the momentum of a decoupled
superfluid component. In each case, we considered how the results connect with previous
results in the literature. These demonstrations provide confidence in the model. Of course,
the actual aim is higher. As a more complex example, we used the framework to formulate
a three-fluid model demonstrating the thermo-electric effect. In principle, one would expect
this effect to operate in young neutron stars, but as soon as the star becomes isothermal —
after 1,000 years or so — the coupling between the charge current and the heat flow will be
quenched. However, at this point the star’s core will have become superfluid. This brings
another coupling mechanism into play. Given our framework, it is easy to write down a
model that decouples the superfluid neutrons (and either ignores the thermal component or
locks it to the charged components). In this model, the flow of the superfluid couples to
the charge current and impacts on the magnetic field evolution. Analogously, we obtain a
third three-fluid model by ignoring the charge current (locking protons and electrons). This
model is interesting because it shows how the superfluid affects the heat flow. This model
connects with the discussion of the role of the superfluid phonons for heat conduction [23].
In essence, the flexible framework we have developed allows us to model neutron stars
(and related systems) at a hierarchy of increasingly complex levels. This should enable us to
make interesting progress on a range of problems. As a first step towards related numerical
simulations we develop the 3+1 spacetime foliation view of the problem in a companion
paper [12]. A set of related two-fluid plasma simulations are described in [24].
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